
Introduction:
Penry and Jumars (1987) developed equations to

model several common digestive systems, including the

plug-flow reactor model which was then modified by

Woods and Kingsolver (1999) to apply it to Manduca

sexta, a model organism which grows 10,000 fold in

mass in just three weeks.

The model has been modified to examine gut

function across Manduca ontogeny. It incorporates

observed allometric scaling of the gut by using two

different radii (rarea was calculated as if the cross

sectional area of the gut was a circle and was used to

convert flow rate to consumption while rperim was

calculated as if the perimeter of the gut were the

circumference of a circle and was used throughout the

rest of the model) and varies Wmax based on observed

increases in protein transporters in fifth instar Manduca.

It has been hypothesized that fifth instar Manduca

increase their uptake of carbohydrate relative to protein

in preparation for their metamorphosis to moth form. Our

goal was to determine if data and model results agreed

with this hypothesis.

A Model of Carbohydrate and Protein Uptake in Manduca sexta
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The Woods and Kingsolver (1999) model:

Results and Discussion:
From data it is clear that Nitrogen Assimilation/Carbon

Assimilation decreases in the fifth instar (Figure 1).

An examination of the percent carbon and the percent

nitrogen in caterpillar frass shows that with instar and increasing

mass M. sexta excrete less carbon and more nitrogen(Figures 2

and 3).

The model was examined to see if trends in the output

matched the actual data. WmaxAA doubled with instar for all

model observations, but WmaxG was varied by instar based on

WGFactor. As an example, if WGFactor equals three then

WmaxG triples from the third to fourth instar, then triples again

from the fourth to fifth instar.

Nitrogen Absorption/Carbon Absorption varied with

WGFactor (Figure 4). A WGFactor of three or greater fit the

trends of the real data most accurately, supporting the hypothesis

that M. sexta increase their carbohydrate uptake relative to

protein uptake with instar.

Model Parameter Interpretation

dS/dx Change in substrate concentration with distance

Vmax Maximal rate of substrate breakdown

dP/dx Change in product concentration with distance

Wmax Maximal rate of product absorption

Figure 4. Instar vs. nitrogen absorption/carbon absorption as determined by

the allometric model. A WGFactor of 3 or more produces results similar to

observed results.

Figure 3. log(Dry mass) vs. percent nitrogen in frass. All instars are 

significantly different (α=0.05).

Figure 2. log(Dry mass) vs. percent carbon in frass. All instars are 

significantly different (α=0.05).

Future Research:
The model suggests that the concentration of glucose

transporters more than doubles in the fifth instar, but the exact

increase is still undetermined. Looking for these transporters

would clarify how glucose absorption changes. More accurate

data on instars one and two would also be very informative.
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Figure 1. log(Mass) vs. log(nitrogen assimilation/carbon

assimilation) for instars three (n=28), four (n=47), and five

(n=35). All instars are significantly different from all other

instars (α=0.02).

Methods:
We treated nitrogen as a rough estimate of protein concentration

and carbon as a rough estimate of carbohydrate concentration since

on average protein is 17% nitrogen and 53% carbon while

carbohydrate is 0% nitrogen and 37% carbon. We then examined data

on carbon and nitrogen content in Manduca frass in the third, fourth,

and fifth instars.

A maximal rate of glucose absorption (WmaxG) and a half-

saturation constant for glucose (lmG) were calculated and included in

the model alongside the maximal rate of amino acid absorption

(WmaxAA) and the half-saturation constant for amino acids (lmAA).

All calculations and models were run in R and all graphs were

created in R. The deSolve, ggplot2, and psych packages were used.


